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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in the field of reinforcement learning promise a general approach to optimize networking systems. This paper argues against the recent trend for generalization by introducing a case study where domain-specific modeling enables the application of lightweight and robust learning techniques.

We study CDN caching systems, which make a good case for optimization as their performance directly affects operational costs, while currently relying on many hand-tuned parameters. In caching, reinforcement learning has been shown to perform suboptimally when compared to simple heuristics. A key challenge is that rewards (cache hits) manifest with large delays, which prevents timely feedback to the learning algorithm and introduces significant complexity.

This paper shows how to significantly simplify this problem by explicitly modeling optimal caching decisions (OPT). While prior work considered deriving OPT impractical, recent theoretical modeling advances change this assumption. Modeling OPT enables even lightweight decision trees to outperform state-of-the-art CDN caching heuristics.

1 INTRODUCTION
The majority of the Internet’s content is delivered by global caching networks, also known as Content Delivery Networks (CDNs). CDNs enhance performance by caching content in servers located in user proximity. This proximity enables fast content delivery, but requires CDNs to operate servers in hundreds of networks around the world [58, 69].

A major operational cost factor is the bandwidth cost between CDN caching servers and data centers storing the original copies of web content. Hence, CDNs aim to maximize the fraction of bytes served locally from the cache [28, 51], which is also known as the byte hit ratio (BHR).

Growing content diversity introduces operational challenges. CDN traffic is rapidly growing and is estimated to soon account for two thirds of the Internet’s traffic [19]. As their user base grows, CDNs serve an increasingly diverse set of content, e.g., web, social, and ecommerce sites, software downloads, and video streaming. Each type of content has unique demands on the CDN’s caching systems, e.g., iOS software downloads are large in size with popularity spikes on iOS update days, whereas Facebook photos are small with a long tail of infrequently requested photos.

The growing diversity in CDN content complicates maintaining the high BHR of caching servers. To adapt a cache to the content mix it serves, CDNs have introduced various configuration parameters [12, 51]. For example, these parameters control which objects are placed into the RAM, SSD, and HDD caches on each CDN server.

The case for automatically tuning operational parameters. Tuning the many parameters in the CDN architecture is challenging. First, there are tens of thousands of caching servers, each with many parameters. Second, each content mix requires a different parameter choice [12, 51] and the content mix changes over time. In fact, content mix changes can happen within minutes, e.g., due to changes in how users are directed to caching servers to balance load [12, 51, 72]. Moreover, content providers increasingly rely on multi-CDN deployments and frequently shift traffic between CDNs [55].

In conclusion, the scale and requirements like fast reaction times are at odds with manually tuning parameters in CDNs.

The promise of general learning techniques. To improve efficiency, CDNs seek to remove their dependence on manual parameter tuning\(^1\). Fortunately, recent advances in reinforcement learning (RL) [31, 32, 54, 68] promise a general approach to systems that “manage resources on their own” [52]. So, one might consider RL a straightforward choice for automating CDN parameters. In fact, several groups propose to apply RL to caching, e.g., Google [22, 23], Microsoft [48], Facebook [16], and several academic papers [20, 29, 66, 78].

Despite these efforts, RL caching systems are not yet competitive with existing heuristics. For example, Figure 1 shows results from last year’s HotNets workshop [48], where RL-based caching (RLC) performs similar to random (RND) and least-recently-used (LRU). All three are outperformed by a simple heuristic (GDSF [17]).
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\(^1\)Over the course of the last year, this topic was raised in conversations with leading figures at Akamai, Facebook, Verizon, and Wikipedia.org.
decisions from experience interacting with its environment, where good behavior is reinforced via a reward function.

While model-free RL is very popular, recent discussions in the RL community highlight three key challenges [30–32, 34, 36–38]. First, millions of learning samples are typically required, which leads to slow reaction times in dynamic environments [30, 32]. Second, overfitting to past samples happens frequently, which complicates dealing with unexpected situations and can lead to unintended behaviors [36]. Third, debugging and maintenance is complicated due to high sensitivity to hyperparameters and random seeds [31, 37, 38].

For Internet facing systems these challenges are a significant roadblock. For example, CDN servers face quickly changing conditions that include unexpected (or even adversarial) traffic patterns [12, 51, 72]. CDN server also need to be easily maintainable while serving requests at 40+ Gbit/s.

While more sophisticated learning techniques, such as model-based RL [75] promise faster and more robust learning rates, they typically lead to significantly higher complexity and computational overhead (as discussed in Section 4).

A path towards lightweight and robust machine learning for CDNs. Our key insight is that the key challenge in caching lies in the fact that potential rewards (cache hits) manifest much later than the decisions that lead to this reward. These delays prevent timely feedback to RL algorithms and are the root cause of the high complexity of existing approaches. Instead of increasingly sophisticated learning techniques, we propose to explicitly address the root cause by calculating the sequence of optimal caching decisions (OPT) for the recent past. Until recently, calculating OPT was impractical [8, 18]. However, recent work in the theory community [8] has changed this assumption.

We develop a simulator prototype called Learning From OPT (LFO), which learns whether an object should be cached (Section 2). Knowing OPT enables LFO to use robust supervised learning techniques. Surprisingly, LFO achieves over 93% accuracy (Section 3) using lightweight boosted decision trees based on the LightGBM library [42]. On a CDN production trace, LFO outperforms state-of-the-art caching policies with regard to the BHR, and that LFO Furthermore, we find that LFO is robust to hyperparameters like random seeds and adapts to new request traffic with speeds comparable to state-of-the-art research systems [7, 12]. Finally, we verify LFO’s scalability and find that it can fully utilize a 40 Gbit/s link.

From a machine learning perspective, LFO is essentially using imitation learning [34, 65] where the OPT algorithm [8] replaces the human expert. However, unlike in classical supervised imitation learning approaches (a.k.a behavior cloning) [63, 64], LFO’s future observations do not depend on previous predictions. Thus, learning optimal cache admission policies becomes quite simple. Nevertheless, we find that building CDN servers that effectively exploit these admission policies remains challenging. We conclude this paper by discussing related work and prior cache learning approaches (Section 4), and these new challenges and open questions (Section 5).

2 LEARNING FROM OPT FOR CDNS

Figure 2 shows the high-level idea of LFO. As OPT is an offline algorithm, LFO records a sliding window of consecutive requests ($W[t]$). For the requests in $W[t]$, LFO calculates OPT’s decisions and derives a vector of online features. LFO then trains a caching policy that maps the online features to OPT’s decisions. The trained policy is then used over the next window, $t + 1$, during which LFO again records the requests.

In this section, we discuss how to calculate OPT, LFO’s online features, and LFO’s learning lightweight algorithm.

2.1 Calculating OPT’s Decisions

Given a request sequence $W[t]$, we calculate OPT’s decisions using a variant of the approximation algorithms in [8].

Throughout this section, we will use the running example of a trace (Figure 3) that contains four objects, a, b, c, and d, with sizes 3, 1, 1, and 2, respectively. We assign a cost to each object: $C_a$, $C_b$, $C_c$, and $C_d$, respectively.

To optimize the BHR [33], we would set an object’s costs equal to its size. To optimize the object hit ratio (OHR), we would set all costs to 1. We can also instantiate the costs from an object’s average retrieval latency [17, 49].

OPT minimizes the total cost of cache misses ($\Sigma_{i \text{ not cached}} C_i$), subject to not exceeding the available cache space at any time. As calculating OPT directly is unfeasible, we approximate OPT using a min-cost flow model as proposed in [8].

The min-cost flow problem [2] consists of a graph with edges that are annotated with a capacity and a cost ($cap$, $cost$). Some graph nodes have an excess of “flow” (sources) and others have a demand for “flow” (sinks). We seek to route all units of flow from sources to sinks using the minimum cost edges. The power of this representation stems from the fact that there are fast algorithms that find this route, while maintaining edge capacities and minimizing the cost.

Figure 4 shows how we translate OPT for the trace in Figure 3 into a min-cost flow graph. The key idea is to use flow to represent the number of bytes of an object that have to be stored either in the cache, or have to be retrieved from another server. We add a node for each request, and label it with the object id (a, b, c, or d). There is excess flow, equal to the size in bytes of that object, at the node of the first request of an object, and equal demand for flow at the last request.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>$C_a$</td>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>$C_c$</td>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>$C_a$</td>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>$C_d$</td>
<td>$C_a$</td>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>$C_b$</td>
<td>$C_a$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Example trace of requests to four objects.
The free-bytes feature is useful because evictions can temporarily free up lots of space (e.g., evicting a GB-large object [12]). If this happens, OPT and LFO are more likely to cache a request (e.g., the first a) and have cost equal to the retrieval cost (e.g., C_a/3).

By running a min-cost flow algorithm, we will get a solution that minimizes the cost, i.e., OPT. To derive whether OPT caches a request (e.g., the first a), we verify that all the request’s bytes (starting at its node) are routed along the central path. If not, OPT does not cache this object.

While state-of-the-art min-cost flow algorithms are fast, solving graphs with millions of nodes can take hours [46, 61]. The authors in [8] suggest approximations that split the trace along its time axis and works on them sequentially3. As this technique is still slow, we propose to instead split the set of requests along a ranking axis, where higher ranked objects matter more for CDN performance. Specifically, we rank objects with the function C_i/(S_i × L_i), where S_i denotes object size and L_i is the distance to the object’s next request. This ranking enables us to save 90% of the calculation time by running the algorithm only for popular requests.

In summary, we are able to quickly and accurately derive whether or not OPT caches the requests in W(t).

2.2 LFO’s Online Features

Our goal is to learn OPT’s offline decisions from online features. Before we discuss LFO’s training procedure (Section 2.3), we discuss LFO’s four types of online features.

- Object size;
- Most recent retrieval cost;
- Currently free (available) bytes in the cache;
- Time gap between consecutive requests to this object.

The free-bytes feature is useful because evictions can temporarily free up lots of space (e.g., evicting a GB-large object [12]). If this happens, OPT and LFO are more likely to admit a new object. Finally, LFO uses the time gap between the last 50 requests to every object. The time “gap” is shift invariant (except for the most recent request), which is important for robustness [53]. LFO’s gap approach is different from classical approaches which measure the time since each of the 50 past requests, like in LRU-K [60].

The overhead of a naive implementation that tracks all these features is 208 bytes per object. This is significantly more expensive than LRU, but only twice as much as recent caching systems [7, 12]. One might think that the overhead of storing all these feature is prohibitive. However, in practice, the feature space is very sparse (a large fraction of CDN objects receives fewer than 5 requests [51]). In addition, we can likely decrease the feature accuracy without affecting the learning results. In fact, it has been shown that adding small amounts of noise can actually be helpful in learning more robust models [27, 56, 76].

Our LFO prototype uses a sparse feature representation, but does not yet exploit lowering the accuracy.

2.3 Training LFO

The goal of LFO is to map its features to a likelihood that OPT would cache an object. We use a binary classifier and output its confidence for caching an object. Section 2.4 designs a caching policy based on this output.

The current prototype of LFO uses a gradient boosting decision tree learning algorithm, which achieves state-of-the-art performance in classification and ranking competitions on tabular features [15, 42]. We choose decision trees because of their computational efficiency and because they require few samples to learn non-linear relationships. They are also robust to outliers and skewed distributions (which are both common in caching) and interpretable.

LFO currently uses LightGBM [42]. Throughout our evaluation, we use LightGBM’s default parameters with one exception: we have decreased the number of iterations (the number of decision trees that are constructed) from 100 to 30 to further speed up our prototyping.

2.4 The LFO Caching Policy

We propose a simple caching policy. For every request, we call the LFO predictor to estimate how likely OPT is going to cache the object. If the confidence is ≥ .5, we admit the object into the cache. Furthermore, we rank objects in the cache by their predicted likelihood. If we need to evict an object, we evict the one with the smallest predicted likelihood. Finally, we re-evaluate the likelihood of an object, when it is requested again. So, it may happen (unlike in existing systems), that a cache hit leads to the eviction of the hit object (which matches OPT frequently doing the same).
3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Our evaluation is based on an early prototype of LFO. Our implementation contains three parts: approximately 400 lines of C++ code to compute OPT (Section 2.1) using the Lemon numerical library [59], approximately 700 lines of C++ code to track object features (Section 2.2) and train the decision trees (Section 2.3) using the LightGBM learning library [42], and approximately 1500 lines of C++ code for replaying traces and simulating various CDN caching policies (only 50 lines of simulator code are dedicated to LFO).

We use a 2016 request trace from the CDN of an anonymous top-ten US website\(^6\). Recorded on a San Francisco CDN server, the trace spans about a week (500 million requests). Requests are anonymized to a sequence number, an object identifier, and the object size in bytes. We split the CDN trace chronologically into parts with one million requests each. LFO is trained on one part (e.g., requests 0-1 million), and evaluated on the ensuing part (e.g., requests 1-2 million). We repeat this for all parts of the trace.

We use our prototype\(^5\) to evaluate five key properties of our proposal: the accuracy, learning speed, robustness, byte hit ratio improvements, and throughput of LFO.

What is LFO's prediction accuracy? LFO matches OPT's prediction for over 93% of the requests. To more accurately quantify the errors made by LFO, we measure the false positive rate (LFO admits when OPT does not) and the false negative rate (LFO does not admit when OPT does). Figure 5a shows both error rates as a function of LFO's cutoff point. Recall that LFO predict OPT’s likelihood to cache a given request. LFO places an object into the cache if this likelihood is greater than .5 (Section 2.4).

Figure 5a shows that false positive and false negative rates plateau between cutoff values .25 and .75. Below a .25 cutoff the false negative rate increases quickly. Above a .75 cutoff the false positive rate increases quickly. The plateau between .25 and .75 shows that LFO achieves a good separation between objects that should and should not be admitted.

We also observe that LFO is conservative in that it is biased towards admitting objects (false positives). We could make LFO more aggressive by raising the cutoff to about .65, equalizing false negative and false positive rate.

In summary, even our naive implementation of LFO is surprisingly accurate in prediction OPT’s decisions, and there remains potential for further improving the accuracy.

How quickly does LFO learn OPT? We find that LFO converges within a few tens of thousands of requests. Thus, LFO can be frequently updated to match OPT.

To quantify LFO’s learning speed, we measure the fraction of prediction errors as a function of the number of training samples. We repeat this comparison for ten random subsets of the trace. Figure 5b shows the samples including a local regression curve fit. The error is below 6.5% even for a few thousand training samples (10K), and decreases slightly until 100K. As we further increase the training set, prediction accuracy becomes more predictable.

In summary, LFO requires as few samples as recent caching systems that also take request history into account [7, 12].

How sensitive is LFO to random seeds and hyperparameters? We find that LFO is not sensitive to either.

Figure 5c shows how LFO’s error varies across 100 seeds on 100 different trace subsets. LFO’s accuracy remains within a range of .5% and is thus not sensitive to random seeds.

So far, our evaluation uses LightGBM’s default parameters (Section 2.3). Through additional experiments (not shown), we verify the impact of other parameter choices. For larger iteration counts and lower learning rates, LFO’s accuracy improves somewhat (to 95%). For larger tree sizes, LFO is prone to overfitting, which decreases the accuracy (to 88%).

In summary, LFO is not highly sensitive to either random seeds or hyperparameters. We plan to further explore the parameter space in the future.
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\(^6\)Our request trace is publicly available as a link from our code repository at https://github.com/dasebe/optimalwebcaching.

\(^5\)Our evaluation uses a 2017 Super Micro Server with two Intel Xeon E5-2699 v4 at 2.20GHz CPUs. This gives us a total of 44 cores/ 88 threads and 512GB of memory. The size of the cache managed by LFO has size 256GB.
How does LFO compare to existing caching systems? We find that LFO achieves higher BHRs than state-of-the-art caching systems and about 80% of OPT’s BHR.

We compare LFO to our own implementations of LRU, LRU-K [60], LFUDA [4, 24, 67], S4LRU [33], GD-Wheel [49], AdaptSize [12], Hyperbolic [13], LHD [7], and OPT.

Figure 6 shows that LFO improves the BHR by 6% over the next best system, S4LRU. We have also evaluated the OHR of these caching policies as AdaptSize, Hyperbolic, and LHD all focus on the OHR, which leads to very low BHRs. Surprisingly, LFO achieves almost the same OHR as LHD, which is the next best system. This indicates that sacrificing BHR to gain OHR is not necessary.

Compared to OPT, LFO achieves only about 80% of either BHR or OHR, which is significantly lower than LFO’s accuracy. We defer a discussion of this fact to Section 5.

In summary, LFO performs surprisingly well by beating much more complex recent caching systems.

Can LFO predict fast enough for production use? We find that LFO’s choice of lightweight decision trees is highly scalable and adds negligible delay associated with evaluating its prediction trees.

Figure 7 shows the throughput in million requests per second achieved by our naive LFO predictor. A single thread can serve predictions for just below 300K requests per second. For 12 threads (44 threads), prediction speed scales almost linearly reaching more than 3 million (11 million) requests per second. To utilize a 40 GBit/s network, LFO needs only two threads, assuming an average object size of 32KB [12, 33, 51]. To serve tiny 500B objects, LFO would need to use all 44 threads. We remark that we have not included the training overhead and that a production implementation would need to carefully optimize priorities such that training tasks do not interfere with the request traffic.

In summary, LFO does not come for free, but it is highly scalable and meets the fundamental performance requirements of production CDN servers.

Which features matter most for LFO’s predictions? We find that LFO most relies on object size (similar to other recent systems) [7, 12], free cache space, and the first few gaps.

LFO’s learned models are composed of a large set of “if-then-else” tree branches. Each split depends on a single feature. To determine the role of LFO’s features, we count how often each feature occurs in a split.

Figure 8 displays the percentage of branches that each feature occurs in. We observe that LFO heavily relies on the object size (28% of branches, bar extends outside of axis limits). This is consistent with recent caching systems that also put the object size into focus. LFO does not use the cost feature. This makes sense, as it is redundant with the object size when optimizing BHRs (Section 2.1).

LFO uses the free cache space feature in almost 10% of branches. This is surprising and likely due to the highly variable object sizes in our trace (Section 2.2). LFO makes most use of time gaps 1 to 4. However, up to time gap 16, LFO still makes significant use of these features. In addition, several higher time gaps also see significant use (e.g., 20, 24, 32, 36, 48).

Our observations about the time gap feature suggest two possible improvements. First, we can speed up the model by artificially thinning out the time gap feature space (e.g., only using time gaps 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, etc.). Second, as high time gaps are still being used, keeping track of an even larger history might allow us to further improve LFO’s accuracy.

In summary, LFO behaves consistent with other caching systems and includes potential for further improvements.

4 RELATED WORK

While the literature on CDNs and web caching is extensive, we are not aware of prior work that either proposes or evaluates learning from the optimal caching policy.

The likely reason why few have considered this direction is that calculating OPT is strongly NP complete [18] for Internet traces (which have variable object sizes) and that approximation algorithms [3, 5, 35] were impractical until recently. As discussed in Section 2.1, LFO is enabled by recent theoretical work [8], which derives OPT for the OHR metric. This work differs from works on approximation algorithms [3, 5, 8, 35] by focusing on learning OPT’s decisions from online features.

In computer architecture, where computing OPT is simple, a recent work [39] exploits the fact that a side-channel (the program counter) predicts OPT’s behavior. That work is not applicable to CDNs and does not evaluate learning OPT’s behavior from information that is available to a CDN server.
The most common research direction in caching involves clever heuristics [9, 13, 17, 33, 49, 60] and Markovian modeling of future hits [7, 11, 12, 24]. None of these works learn from OPT. Our unique approach enables LFO to outperform all of these systems in our preliminary experiments.

Several recent works apply model-free RL techniques to caching [16, 20, 22, 23, 29, 48, 66, 78]. Currently, these model-free RL caching systems are not competitive to existing caching systems, whereas LFO outperforms existing systems. Additionally, systems based on model-free RL are prone to slow convergence speeds [30, 32], overfitting [36] and sensitivity to hyperparameters [31, 37, 38].

There are more sophisticated learning techniques, e.g., “model-based” RL techniques such as Dyna [73, 74], E3 [43, 44], and R-max [19]. However, these techniques typically focus on small and stationary state spaces, whereas CDN servers face a highly dynamic environment. Unfortunately, even simple caching policies create an intractable state space explosion [10, 11, 21, 25, 26, 45]. More sophisticated approximative learning techniques [75] can solve this problem — at the cost of significantly higher complexity and computational overhead. We remark that current advanced learning systems for caches [66, 78] are already limited to tiny caches due to their computational complexity. Our key contribution is to reduce the learning problem for caching to a single supervised learning problem. This enables the use of robust and lightweight boosted decision trees [42]. In the future, our reduction may also enable the design of better RL caching systems using techniques from inverse reinforcement learning that learn optimal rewards from OPT [1, 57, 62].

Finally, there is an emerging literature on successful machine learning applications in networking research such as traffic classification [77], video rate adaptation [41, 71], request routing [50], resource allocation [52], and congestion control [70]. Our work pursues similar goals, but for a different set of problems and with unique insights.

5 DISCUSSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS

While there are several avenues for future work, we seek to highlight and discuss three key questions.

What is the real reason for the gap to optimality, and how to bridge it? We started this project with the assumption that OPT’s advantage is its wealth of information that cannot be matched by any online policy. However, our preliminary results show that LFO correctly predicts 93% of OPT’s decisions using a limited set of online features.

Somewhat surprisingly, we also find that this near-optimal prediction performance does not translate into near-optimal caching performance. In fact, the gap between LFO and OPT is 20% — much larger than 7%. Consequently, it must be that incorrect admission choices (e.g., false positives) have a knock-on effect: objects that should receive hits end up being evicted before they do receive a hit.

One angle to partially address this could be to adjust LFO’s cutoff value (we do see some improvement), or to work on better prediction performance (using advanced “deep learning” approaches [47] is likely fruitful).

However, we argue that to bridge the gap to OPT we should focus our efforts on how to translate a ranking of objects into a caching policy, an algorithmic problem which we call policy design — a field which has not seen much innovation in many years. Given the potential cost and energy savings that are enabled by better caching policies, we hope to renew interest in this fundamental research question.

Is model-based learning extensible? How would we apply it to a whole CDN? The main message of this paper is that we can build robust machine learning systems using a model that predicts the actual intended behavior (e.g., optimal caching decisions). While we have only studied the example of a single cache, we believe that the resulting robustness represents a significant advantage over model-free reinforcement learning approaches.

The obvious challenge in generalizing our approach is that modeling requires significant time and effort. However, modeling requires us to learn about our system (instead of tuning a black box) and this knowledge can directly benefit operators of Internet-scale systems. From this perspective, we argue that time invested in modeling is time well spent.

We also argue that CDN-scale modeling does not need to be a daunting task. A key idea to simplify this problem is to use hierarchal models. For example, we could apply our “single cache” model to the aggregate cache space of a CDN server (RAM, SSD, HDD) or to a whole rack of servers. We first learn whether to cache an object at all. A second level of the model then learns rules on where to place the object, e.g., based on storage characteristics such as write endurance, read delay/throughput, or utilization. Finally, recent work on modeling CDN cache provisioning [72] gives us hope that we can identify and learn the optimal behavior across many servers and CDN points-of-presence.

What is the impact of user feedback loops on LFO’s trace-driven approach? LFO may be subject to fundamental biases of trace-driven techniques [6]. For example, it is conceivable that LFO’s improvement of CDN server performance increases the number of user requests per hour. A larger number of user requests may increase the bandwidth usage of the CDN server — despite an increased BHR — defeating the purpose of the CDN to deploy LFO in the first case. The impact of such feedback loops is very hard to predict or measure through experiments. We thus leave approaches to quantify this effect as an open question for future work.
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